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By Jerry Ahern, Photos by Sharon Ahern
What’s old can be just as exciting as what’s

new. The handgun and the knife which are the
subjects of this column only confirm that axiom.
As anyone who follows my writings knows, aside
from an inordinate fondness for the occasional
dumb joke, there are certain product lines for
which I also have an inordinate fondness. The rea-
son for this is simple: after 41 years of carrying a
gun and a knife almost every day, I’ve developed
definite likes and dislikes. That is not to say that
I’m set in my ways. I’m really becoming quite
enamored of my Glock 22, for example, and seem
to have Crimson Trace LaserGrips on everything
except my Buick. I
wish they’d make
them that size!

Ever since my
days as Associate
Editor of GUNS
Magazine back in
the mid-1970s, I’ve
been taken with the
pistols produced by
the collaboration of
SIG of Switzerland
and J.P. Sauer &
Sohn of Germany.
Back when Brown-
ing was marketing
the SIG 220 as the
BDA .45, I was test-
ing one and
extolling its virtues.
I’ve owned a num-
ber of SIG pistols
over the years, but
never one of the
.45s, just 9mms
and .40s. I’ve
recently been using
a SIG 9mm, how-
ever, that I had
never used before.
Not a 226 or 228 or even a 229 in 9mm, it’s what
we used to call the SIG 225, in this country. In
then-West Germany, when it was in service as a
police pistol, it was called the P6.

These particular SIG pistols, regardless of how
they are called, have not been available to Ameri-
can consumers for a good number of years,
although they were, at one time, all over Europe
as police service pistols. Service pistols get
replaced every now and again, such being the
case with the P6. Century International Arms (cen-
turyarms.com) picked up on a large quantity of the
German police-issue P6 pistols, importing them
with a spare, eight-round magazine, too. Suggest-
ed retail on these gently used pistols – read that as
“holster wear, little shot, spotless bore” – is around
$350. This is a bargain, no matter how one looks

at it. SIG-Sauer pistols are unquestionably among
the best semiautos to be had anywhere at any
price. Finding one at such a price is almost unreal.

The question remains, though, just how good is
this P6?

The P-225 was a shortened, 9mm Parabellum
version of the P-220, using what have been
called “braided” recoil springs, this braiding
technique enabling the springs in this early fore-
shortened pistol to keep working reliably, shot
after shot. From this pistol were derived the SIG
228 and SIG 229. With an eight-plus-one capaci-
ty, an American-style button magazine release
and what is, arguably, among the simplest take-

down procedures
of any semiauto-
matic pistol avail-
able, what’s not to
like? Admittedly,
the gun – at 6.75”
long and about 5”
high – is a little
large for a pocket
or a purse. But, to
put this in perspec-
tive, my Walther
PP .32, with the
same eight-plus-
one capacity,
measures a little
over 6.25” long by
about 4” high.

The gun is
“only” a 9mm Para-
bellum, and there
has been a lot of
griping about 9mms
in action in the
Middle East. Keep
in mind that service
ammunition has to
be hardball
because of the
Geneva Convention

rules. Also, as has been pointed out on numerous
occasions, the better informed one’s adversary hap-
pens to be concerning human anatomy and basic
biological needs – like the requirement for blood
flow and oxygen – the more easily that person can
be put down by a bullet. Take someone who is
uneducated and/or not all that bright to begin with
and shoot him; he may not realize that the copious
amount of red fluid pouring out of his body signals
that it is time to lie down and die. Add into that
person’s make-up an actual passion to reach the
afterlife by dying in battle and no handgun car-
tridge would guarantee a one-shot stop. My point
is that 9mm Parabellum rounds have put down lots
of bad guys over the years.

For normal use on the street or defending
one’s home in the USA, a good 9mm pistol – like
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Top: Ahern presents the pistol toward its target. Above, left: The SIG-
Sauer P6 preparatory to dismounting, the slide locked back and the
disassembly lever turned down. Above, right: This shot of the slide
shows the “braided” recoil springs; all that needs to be done for full
field stripping is to remove the barrel from the slide.
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